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MONDO was invented by Hungarian Civil Liberties Union and 
Csillagház Primary School in order to teach children to their 

rights in a playful and innovative way.  
 

The playing card was originally designed for disabled children, 
but after the thorough testing period it became clear that 
MONDO is essential to all children as a pedagogical and 

playful legal aid. 



Main target group: all children aged 8-12 



 
Children learning about their rights → future adults leading 

right-conscious lives 

 

The target group of MONDO: not only the minorities but mass 

society so they can learn how to live together 



a good cause 
 
 

+  
 

design 
 

+ 
 

business product 



A thorough and free-to-download 
accompanying pedagogical aid for teachers and 

parents as well 



HCLU 
 

Csillagház Primary School 

 
CuLTR 

 
BOOKR Kids 



legal design 



Game + Pedagogical aid 
 
 

Visual and textual aid 
 
 

Friendly, loveable but implicit 
drawings of characters and 

various situations 

 



10 topics 

1. Treat and help me with 

respect 

2. Do not hurt me! 

3. Why shouldn’t I be under 

aid? 

4. I can protect myself in an 

instute 

5. I can live in a community 

6. I can make friends 

7. I can have a partner and a 

family 

8. I can run my own errands 

9. I can decide in a hospital 

10. I can vote 



Wonderful Zoli, the 
Robot 

Fotó: Abcúg/Magócsi Márton 



Wonderful Zoli, the 
Robot 

An interactive, 45 mins long 
stand-up play based on the 
MONDO playing card --- 
+ 20 mins workshop 
 
Easy to travel: schools, 
institutions, theatres, offices, 
cultural hubs 
 
Raising empathy, helping to 
introduce MONDO, make the 
sensitive issues more reachable 

Fotó: Abcúg/Magócsi Márton 



BOOKR Kids application 

BOOKR Kids online bookstore:  
the MONDO story is free to download 



Full-on CSR strategy 





Results 

- almost 400 packs of playing card was sold until Q2 

2018 

- 12 the Wonderful Zoli, the Robot events in institutions 

and schools 

- Highlights of Hungary 2017: Marie Claire special prize 

for MONDO 

- intense media and communications campaign 



Future goals 

- HCLU is looking for international partners to 

introduce local versions of MONDO 

specialized for various markets and legal 

issues 

- no school or family without MONDO in 

Hungary 

- numerous Wonderful Zoli, the Robot events 

- a right-conscious future society 



 
 
 
 
 

HCLU 
 

Since its  foundation in 1994, the organization  has been working in 

order to everybody can get to know their fundamental human rights 

in Hungary and can enforce it against the undue interference by 

those in position of public power. 

 

 



Design: Hitka Viktória 

  

WEBSHOP: https://bookrkids.com/termek/mondo-jogtudatosito-kartyajatek 


